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PLUSS Corporation - An Heavy-Duty & Automotive Service Provider, Stands
Above the Rest

PLUSS Corporation has met market challenges for improved technology and has surpassed
them by adding more security and functionality than any provider in the industry. PLUSS
Corporation challenges other industry service providers to improve their functionality and
security to become a minimum of GLBA compliance.

(PRWEB) December 25, 2004 -- PLUSS Corporation has met market challenges for improved technology and
has surpassed them by adding more security and functionality than any provider in the industry. PLUSS
Corporation challenges other industry service providers to improve their functionality and security to become a
minimum of GLBA compliance.

Kenny Nau Director of Sales, PLUSS Corporation said, "Just recently we have had calls from several clients
that have had a breach of security and data. One customer had his customer database copied by an employee
leaving the company to start his own business. Another spent thousands of dollars to have data restored after
hackers broke into his system and wreaked havoc. Now add that to down time from this event and the dollars
add up very quickly. These types of security violations are extremely costly and only further reinforce the need
for staunch security for their business management systems."

With todayÂ�s information security concerns, we have found there is a lack of available resources for those in
the heavy-duty trucking and automotive industries. As pointed out in the December issue of Successful Dealer,
the GLBA is becoming a growing concern. PLUSS Corporation is offering a free 1-day GLBA educational
seminar February 18th 2005 for those in the heavy-duty trucking and automotive market segments. Due to
limited seating, an RSVP must be received by January 21st 2005 and include the amount of people scheduled to
attend. This will help become familiar with the Grahm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 and how to become compliant
from a business standpoint. You can find more information about the GLBA on the Federal Trade
CommissionÂ�s website at www.ftc.gov.

This seminar is RSVP only and the speakers will include:
- Jeremy Martin CISSP, ISSMP, ISSAP,CEI, CEH, CCNA, Network+, A+
Sr. Information Security Consultant
Covering: Information Security compliance
- Judy Peterson
Accounting Specialist
Covering: Accounting Best practices

For more information, visit www.pluss.net or call 1-800-835-9609
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Contact Information
Kenny Nau
PLUSS Corporation
http://www.pluss.net
1-800-835-9609

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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